Step-By-Step Baseball Field Construction

With all of the expertise available today to turfgrass people, one is constantly amazed to find so little attention given to that critical area of an athletic field known as the skinned area. Although particularly common to a baseball field, the skinned area is many times a critical area on multi-use fields for the part of the year when football and baseball are played in the same area.

If one can locate the entire skinned area three to four inches from a drain then one has a good chance of controlling wetness. This can be done as follows:

1. Excavate the entire skinned area to a depth of 12 inches.
2. Insert three to four inch drain lines (pipe) with a sleeve or use special piping to handle sand without a sleeve and establish the proper drainage pattern.
3. Add eight inches of a uniform sand over the entire skinned area.
4. Cover with a geotextile material specially designed to allow water but not soil fines to move through material.
5. Add sand and clay to the top three to four inches over the geotextile material.

When the above steps are followed one might want to add a wetting agent, calcined clay or whatever to the surface of the infield. But it should be kept in mind that three to four inches down from the surface there is an eight inch subsurface layer comprised of good drainable sand which acts like a dry sponge. If these steps are followed it won't be long until the umpire calls out "Play ball."

So what is the answer?

If one is player-oriented the grounds have to be tailored to the best playing condition for true bounces, sliding and playing the game as it was meant to be played. However, as previously mentioned, wetness takes a toll on the playing conditions. Therefore, the answer lies in controlling the wetness.